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DISTRIBUTION REFORMS PARADIGM
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Distribution reforms are fundamentally a vectoral summation
of actions taken to address two dynamic situations i.e. address
present challenges and be future ready.

Distribution sectoral growth has been heterogeneous across
India due to Demographic and Governance variables.
Government of India has been making persistent efforts since
more than two decades to improve the state of DISCOMs vide
various schemes and reforms programs such as APDRP,
RAPDRP, UDAY, IPDS and now RDSS. The results of these
schemes have shown varied results. There are few utilities
which have upgraded their distribution network assets and
metering systems for proving reliable and stable power with
ease of customer connect and adoption of latest technologies
to reduce their losses. While there are few which are
struggling to maintain their existing assets & provide a
reasonable quality of services. As a net result, we have seen
cultural change and improved level of customer service since
over 2 decades.

The second dynamics of future demand is based on two
foundational trends of accelerating - carbon-free energy and
the approach to electrifying everything. When these two
trends coalesce, the world gets closer to sustainability. This
decade, the carbon-free energy transition will fundamentally
transform the electricity value chain and business models.
Artificial Intelligence (AI)-enabled software orchestration will
become the new paradigm for grid operations. The sun does
not always shine, and the wind does not always blow. This
intermittent nature of renewable energy is one of the most
pressing issues in energy transition.

Change in consumer behavior due to improvement in lifestyle,
enhanced expectation of power reliability, RE adoption,
change in consumption pattern, inclusion of EV, bi-directional
power flow by prosumer, options of open access etc..,
managing energy orchestration has become far complex. With
dynamics of Cyber Security, Grid Security is also of a great
concern. With such dynamics, Grid Management is not
possible without disruptive digital transformation.

It is expected that the present per capita consumption of
1,208 KWh will grow at a CAGR of 7% to 2,100 KWh by 2030
due to change in consumer behavior. Demand of mobility (EV)
and 5MT of Green Hydrogen will add to this new paradigm.

The disruption which started in telecom sector in 90’s is now
inevitable in power sector. In next decade we should see
delicensing and deregulation of power sector. Carrier (Wire)
business should certainly be segregated by Content
(electrons). The concept of Energy as a Service, Value added
Services, Community generation, trading and accounting could
be the new norm.

Hence, the onus lies on DISCOMs, Regulators, Policy makers
and the Industry to be ready for this disruptive Paradigm
change.

Mr. Deepak Pandey is Director - Business Operations for
GE’s South Asia ‘Digital Grid’ business and also holds the
position of Chairman – Smart Grid Division at IEEMA.
He has 28 years of rich experience. After initial 10 years of
working for EPC projects in L&T, he shifted his carrier with
power sector leading organization like GE and Siemens.

About the Author
Mr. Deepak Pandey
Director, Digital Grid Business, GE T&D India 
Ltd. & Chairman, Smart Grid Division, IEEMA



Currently tenders for ~5.70 Cr. Smart Metering Systems are running in the country. 
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TENDER WATCH

RUNNING TENDERS

State/ Region DISCOM/ Utility Quantity (Lakhs) Mode Due Date

Assam Assam Power Distribution Limited 44 TOTEX 29.10.2022

Central & Western 
India Power Grid 100 TOTEX 10.10.2022

Chhattisgarh Chhattisgarh State Power Distribution 
Company Limited 71 TOTEX 07.11.2022

Maharashtra Maharashtra State Electricity 
Distribution Company Limited

26

TOTEX

10.10.2022

24 10.10.2022

4 07.10.2022

Madhya Pradesh MP Madhya Kshetra Vidyut Vitaran
Company Ltd. 10 OPEX 18.10.2022

Mizoram Power and Electricity Department 3 TOTEX 16.11.2022

Puducherry Electricity Department, Union Territory 
of Puducherry 4 TOTEX 18.10.2022

Uttar Pradesh

PuVVNL 78

TOTEX

10.10.2022

PVVNL 67 06.10.2022

MVVNL 79 07.10.2022

DVVNL including KESCO 62 10.10.2022

West Bengal WBSEDCL 5 TOTEX 14.10.2022

Smart Meter Network

Design, Development, Implementation and O&M of
RMS Solution, Customer Call Center for Spot Billing
& Collection System of Ladakh
Issued by: REC
Due date: 31.10.2022

Consultancy Services for project management for
Smart Metering works under RDSS Scheme
Issued by: DGVCL
Due date: 07.10.2022

Purchase of Distribution Company responsible for
distribution and retail supply of electricity
Puducherry
Issued by: Electricity Department of Puducherry
Due date: 25.11.2022

Consultancy Services for project management for
Smart Metering works under RDSS Scheme
Issued by: DGVCL
Due date: 07.10.2022

Other Tenders



INTERNAL ARTICLE WITH INTELLISMART VIEWS

STAY INTERVIEWS RATHER THAN EXIT INERVIEWS: ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONS AND EMPLOYEES
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“When you treat employees as leaders, they make decisions
for your benefit. When you treat them as followers, they will
learn to follow the first person who quits”.

The calm in the modern energy sector workforce seems to be
leaving the peak. While a majority attribute this to the
pandemic, another significant factor in play is discontentment
generated out of a radical change in the priorities of more
modern, younger employees in a post pandemic era.

Though the factors leading to an employee’s resignation may
be complex and multifaceted, the result is painfully
straightforward: the departing employee takes along all the
information, knowledge, skill, and experience. While the
remaining employees share some responsibilities, they may
find it difficult to keep up with the workload, thereby lowering
productivity levels. Either way, attrition is expensive.

This comes at a time when the stakes for employee retention
have been significantly elevated by a rising competition for a
restive talent pool. It has become imperative to work on
employee satisfaction in, both, short and long-term. It is
extremely critical that employees perceive the company
favourably in early days when the vulnerability for attrition is
high. Contrarily, when a worker is dissatisfied but continues to
stay with a company for different reasons, it is more
detrimental in the long run.

Additionally, organisations across sectors must deal with a
generation that feels much more entitled than the long-
standing ones. Reorienting everything from workplace norms
to performance criteria will be necessary to retain this new
generation of employees.

Skill enhancement: Performance metrics could even be
expanded to incorporate personal development goals
such as enhancing employee’s skill base & improved
physical and mental fitness and better work - life balance.

Work-life Balance: Staying close to family & friends now
outweighs desire for remuneration, companies might
want to re-examine their workplace advantages and
reposition their brands to emphasise flexibility and family.

Job Satisfaction: Compensation surveys have time and
again indicated that majority of employees are unable to
precisely name the perks and benefits they receive. More
than 75% of employees believe the value of their benefits
at less than half the actual cost, leaving them feeling
essentially undervalued and misidentified.

Benefits as retention strategies: 

Benefits aside, what is the organizations’ 
role in making the people stay?

Organizations may consider a shift from focusing on exit
interviews in favour of a broader strategy including "stay"
interviews conducted before an employee may even consider
quitting; to strengthen the already robust system while aiming
on any potential areas for development.

Top talent is constantly seeking something extra. Employees 
must have the chance to grow in their careers, and organisations 
must support them in doing so.

It's crucial for managers to make time and hold open dialogues
to learn about an employee's motivations, trainings &
effectiveness, as well as to get to know them personally.
Managers need to consider the time it will take to find a
replacement for that individual, which gives them a far wider
role to play. Numerous studies have demonstrated that
employees are around 12 times more likely to promote their
company as a great place to work if they believe their managers
welcome and appreciate suggestions for improvement. So, it's a
good idea to be approachable, considerate, and sincere.

Employers must make a concerted effort to maintain an
environment that motivates current employees by putting in
place guidelines and procedures to deal with their various
demands.

Benefits and promotions are organizations’ way to understand
and value an employee in-line with the three R’s: RESPECT,
RECOGNITION & REWARD.

Ms. Richa Rao is Deputy General Manager –
HR in IntelliSmart. She has a total work
experience of 19 years with 14 years in HR
Operations.

About the Author
Ms. Richa Rao
Deputy General Manager - HR



Centre ramping up measures to increase green hydrogen
generation

Puducherry government floats tenders for privatisation of
power distribution

Puducherry govt floated tenders for the
privatisation of the power distribution,
sparking a call for an indefinite strike by
DISCOM staff. This comes after months of
the regime attempting to convince
employees to accept the move.

Power DISCOMs seek clarification from Delhi govt on
disbursal of subsidy

DISCOMs have sought clarification from
the Delhi govt on the disbursal of
subsidy. Consumers who apply subsidy
up to Oct 31 will be provided subsidy for
Oct month. However, DISCOMs do not
follow month-wise billing cycles.

India’s Smart Meter Population Nudging 5-Million Mark

The count of smart energy meters
deployed in India is approaching the 5-
million mark, according to latest statistics
released by NSGM. Overall, the bulk of
smart meter installations have come from
power utilities – government and private,
nearly 75% is accounted by utilities.

Electricity Amendment Bill 2022: A mixed bag

The government introduced the Electricity
Amendment Bill 2022 in the Lok Sabha
recently, and as expected, the
proceedings were not smooth. States fear
that the Centre is encroaching into their
domain in power sector governance.

CERC extends price cap on power exchanges till Dec 2022
amid rising demand

In view of power demand rising in the
coming months, CERC has extended the
cap on spot power prices till Dec 2022.
The max ceiling price that can be quoted
at the power exchanges is INR 12/ kWh,
according to the original order of CERC in
June.

Soon all households in Haryana to have smart meters

All households in Haryana and UP will
have IoT enabled smart meters as Vi
Business, the enterprise arm of
Vodafone Idea (Vi) Ltd, has been in
partnership with EESL to provide fully
secured IoT enabled advanced metering
infrastructure.

Elia and re.alto partner with VW’s Elli on grid integration of
Electric Vehicles (EVs)

The three parties aim to address the
barriers to the integration of EVs into
the electricity system. The focus is on 4
areas in particular, price signals/
incentives, market design, trusted data
and data security and connectivity.

Iberdrola taps EIB for €220m smart grid development

The European Investment Bank and
Iberdrola have agreed to increase the
green loan signed in 2021 with a top up
of $215 million to strengthen smart
grids in Spain for renewable integration,
energy efficiency and security of supply.

CS Directs For Smart Metering In Jammu-Srinagar By March
2023

Chief Secretary Dr Arun Kumar Mehta
chaired a review meeting of the power
sector. It was informed that 1.15 lakh
smart meters being installed in Jammu
and Srinagar in addition to the 6 lakh
meters to be installed subsequently.

The government is also ramping up
measures to increase volumes of green
hydrogen generation and the support of
industrialists is a boon to flourish in the
segment,” Union minister Bhagwant
Khuba said on Wednesday
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NEWS UPDATES

https://solarquarter.com/2022/09/29/centre-ramping-up-measures-to-increase-green-hydrogen-generation-union-minister/
https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2022/sep/28/puducherry-government-floats-tenders-for-privatisation-of-power-distribution-2502582.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/power-discoms-seek-clarification-from-delhi-govt-on-disbursal-of-subsidy-122092900003_1.html
https://www.tndindia.com/indias-smart-meter-population-nudging-5-million-mark/
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/somit-dasgupta-writes-electricity-amendment-bill-2022-a-mixed-bag-serc-discoms-power-sector-8123787/
https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/cerc-extends-cap-on-spot-power-prices-till-december-amid-rising-demand-122092900975_1.html#:%7E:text=In%20view%20of%20power%20demand,order%20of%20CERC%20in%20June.
https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/haryana/soon-all-households-in-haryana-to-have-smart-power-meters-435683
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/electric-vehicles/elia-and-re-alto-partner-with-vws-elli-on-grid-integration-of-evs/
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-grid/iberdrola-taps-eib-for-e220m-smart-grid-development/
https://www.crosstownnews.in/post/81824/cs-directs-for-smart-metering-in-jammu-srinagar-by-march-2023.html


As part of continuous employee engagement initiatives,
HR team organized the Monthly Birthday Bash program
for Sep month. Taking a break from regular work,
Corporate employees came together on Friday, 30th

Sep for celebrating this event and enjoyed some fun
games with colleagues.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
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SAP TRAINING – BATCH I

A comprehensive two-day SAP training program was
conducted for employees on SAP. Wherein the
participants were given hands-on training on using the
newly implemented SAP portal.

Funday Friday at IntelliSmart

REWARD AND RECOGNITION

Rewards and Recognition function for
the Assam field technician team was
conducted by IntelliSmart on 15th Sep
2022 at Guwahati Office. HR Head Mr.
Avtar Singh graced the occasion, in the
presence of State Head Mr. Tarak
Mukherjee, Project Manager Md.
Yusuf, Quality Officer Mr. Kumar
Rishikesh, City Incharge Mr. Vivek
Tripathi. From subcontractor’s side, Mr.
Partha Pratim Das from Eastern Power
was present to cheer up the team.
Amazon Vouchers along-with
Appreciation certificate was handed
over to all the Winners in recognition of
their hard work, dedication and
consistency.



 ~84 Lakh meters of existing
project.

 ~30.76 Lakh meters installed.

 SAT successfully completed for
both packages in Assam.

 99.84% billing achieved in Uttar
Pradesh.

 Conversion of 3G to 4G meters
started in KESCo.

 65,594 Smart Meters installed in
Assam.

 30 Lakh Smart Meters installed by
IntelliSmart along with EESL.

Haryana5.29/10

NDMC

Rajasthan

A&N

Bihar
UP

0.63/0.64 

1.25/2.9 

11.54/40 

10.61/23.5 

0.74/0.76 

Achievement/ Target 

Legend:

6.2 

Assam

Installation Started

Awards and Recognitions
Team of the Month – SAP Core Team, Aug 2022

SPOT AWARDS

Kuldeep Singh Bhandari - MIS executive, 
Lucknow

Piyush Pratap Singh - Manager – IT, Panchkula

Shahadul Haque Barbhuiya - Sr. Manager – IT, 
Guwahati

Shashank Tiwari - City In charge , Firozabad

Surjit Singh - Asst. Manager - Project Planning, 
Panchkula

Vivek Tripathi - Field Operations Engineer, 
Guwahati

INTELLISMART BULLETIN
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KEY DEVELOPMENT UNDER SMART METER PROGRAMME – TILL 30th September 2022

SPOT AWARDS

Ajit Singh - AGM – Operations - DHBVN, 
Haryana

Amit Mallick – Asst. Manager - Operations, 
Assam

Ashutosh Shukla - Field Operations Eng, UP

Axit Jain – Sr. Manager - Business Process, 
Corporate

Maheswari Padhy – Jr. Manager - Reporting 
& Operations, Bihar

Prashant Mathur – Engineer (Technical), UP

Sajan Goyal - Manager - Operations, 
Corporate

Salman Warsi - Field Operations Eng, UP

Sumit Kaundal - SMOC Executive, Haryana

Ravi Suraj 
AGM - Operations

Rohit Chawla
AGM - IT

Sajan Goyal
Manager - Operations

Arpit Nigam
Sr. Manager –
Procurement

Anshul Tyagi
Manager -

Finance

Manoj Sanwal
Manager -

Operations

Nilanshi Zabakh 
Manager & CS –

Finance

Ankur Aggrawal
Manager - SCM

Gaurav 
Srivastava

Sr. Officer - IT

Balmukund 
Somani

Asst. Manager -
Finance

Kajal Rajput
Asst. Manager  -

Quality

Prithiraj Das
Jr. Manager -

Purchase



IntelliSmart

IntelliSmart is a joint venture of EESL (Energy Efficiency Services Limited, A Joint venture of PSUs of Ministry of Power,
Government of India) along with NIIF (National Investment and Infrastructure Fund, a Government of India backed fund). It is
responsible for enabling implementation of Smart meters across the country. The focus of IntelliSmart is to drive efficiencies for
DISCOMs, improve revenue management, increase billing efficiency and consumer satisfaction. With our vision of creating a
digitalized & resilient power sector, through innovative technological solutions, IntelliSmart is well placed to determine future of
infrastructure.

Disclaimer

This material has been prepared by IntelliSmart and contains proprietary and confidential information. This material may contain
information sourced from publicly available information or other third-party sources. IntelliSmart does not independently verify
any such sources and is not responsible for any loss whatsoever caused due to reliance placed on information sourced from such
sources. The information contained in this material is intended solely for you. Any disclosure, copying or further distribution of
this material or its contents is strictly prohibited.

Happy to hear from you

Newsletter is meant to share updates, case studies, success stories and experiences with various stakeholders on regular basis.
For any suggestions/ queries/ inputs, please write to newsletter@intellismartinfa.in.

newsletter@intellismartinfra.in

@Intelli_Smart

https://www.intellismartinfra.in/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/intellismart/

Fill in each of the eight small boxes in the 
figure above, from left to right, with 

consecutive integers so that the sum of 
the integers in the two central boxes is 

equal to the sum of three integers on the 
left as well as one-half of the sum of the 

three integers on the right.

Ajit Singh, IntelliSmart

Ashish Singh, IntelliSmart

Ashwini Kumar Gupta, IntelliSmart

Brijesh Singh, IntelliSmart

Jatin Rai, IntelliSmart

Praveen  Yadav, IntelliSmart

Kajal Rajput, IntelliSmart

Richa Rai, IntelliSmart

Shameem Ansari, IntelliSmart

Last Riddle Correct and Early 
Respondents
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